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No doubt – theoretically, technology has lowered costs
especially through mobile-phone solutions and middle-mile efficiencies
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acceptance channels,
movement towards
ubiquity, interoperable
digital IDs

Display of pricing in app,
ease of comparison of
services, higher security
capabilities, data privacy
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Clearing hubs, ILP,
instant clearing and
settlement, the rise of
CBDC
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Mobile wallets, online
services, digital work
platforms
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Cheaper mobile phones
and data, increased
connectivity

24/7 operating times,
convergence of digital
identity and payments

Yet, cost reductions fairly minimal for last-mile recipients
because recipients operate overwhelmingly in cash

Limited choice for
recipient in terms of
channel, lack of a digital
identity determines
level of fin access or
none at all

No transparency in
foreign exchange rates,
limited consumer data
rights
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Still need to travel far
to the cash-out
location (90%+)
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Rural connectivity issues,
low smartphone
penetration,
high data costs, decreasing
logistic efficiencies with
higher reach

Large agent network
required, agents bound by
cash-out network (97%
agents <5km from a bank*)

(Technology) providers are hamstrung by outdated
regulation and inefficient infrastructure
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To reduce remittance costs much further,
systemic payment changes are needed
Receive
Drive regional payment system integration
and local-to-local exchange hubs

Pay

Regulatory changes around
licensing and KYC

Orientate towards channel
ubiquity and CBDC

Earn

Africa as a
leader:
leverage
remittances for
development

Adopt interoperable digital
identity and proxy systems

Increase digitisation of
value chains
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Review our forthcoming full list of recommendations

Cenfri remittances/integrity research overview
•

Barriers to remittances series:
https://cenfri.org/publications/where-are-the-flows/

•

Payment ecosystems in SSA: an overview:
https://cenfri.org/blog/tipping-the-scale-in-favour-of-payment-systems-in-sub-saharan-africa-ssa/

•

Benefits and risks of digital fiat currencies:
https://cenfri.org/publications/the-benefits-and-potential-risks-of-fiat-currencies/

•

Central bank digital currency (CBDC) and financial inclusion:
https://cenfri.org/publications/central-bank-digital-currency-cbdc-and-financial-inclusion/

•

Biometrics and financial inclusion:
https://cenfri.org/publications/biometrics-and-financial-inclusion-a-roadmap-for-implementing-biometricidentity-systems-in-sub-saharan-africa/

•

Inclusive financial integrity:
https://cenfri.org/publications/inclusive-financial-integrity-guidance-note/

•

Illicit financial flows and inclusive integrity:
https://cenfri.org/publications/illicit-financial-flows-a-financial-integrity-perspective/

•

The evolution of agent networks in Africa:
https://cenfri.org/publications/the-evolution-of-agent-networks-in-africa/
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